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Description of Evaluation'Report Series

r71

The Comprehensive School Mathematics Program (CSMP) is a program of

CERREL,INL., one of the national educational laboratories, and is funded by

the National Institute of Educ'ation. Its major purpose is the development of

0-

0 The present report, and report 9-A-2, are'sumniary reports' describing

resultL,\s &OM-the full nine-yr study coveripg grades K through 6.,As of this

timeiNKeMber, 1982), these two reports arq 661y.draft versioni and many
)

important'issues could not be explored with the care
,
that attended the other

48 -volumes of this series.

curriculum materials for 9rades K-6.

Beginning ir September, 1973, csmp began an extended pilot trial of its

Elementary PrOgram. The piJot trial was longitudinal ifi naturg; Ttudents who

began us,ing CSMP materiajs in kindergarten or first grade-in 1973-74, were

able to use them in first and second gr'ades respettively in 1974-75, and.so on

in subsequent ygars. Hence the adjective "extended".

The evaruation of the program in thiis extended pilot trial was intended

to be neasohably'ttmOrehensive and to suppiy information desired bi a wide

variety of audiences. For that reason the f6Ports in,.this.series are

realonably-non-techniCal and do not attempt to exploee.widely some of the

related issues. The list of reports for previous years is given on the next

ipage. A

Final Reports in the series are: ----

. 4 .

f

-9-A-1 Summary of Student Achiev,gment, Draft keport
4 . .. , ,

9-A-,2 SOmmaryof IMplementation Data; Draft Report

9-8-1 Sixth Grade MANS Test Data

9-C-1 Sixth Grade Evaluation:-Teacher Questionnaires"

-
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I. INTRODUCTION'

I

Since 1973, the Comprehensive School Mathematics Program (CSMP) has been

0

, developed, pilot'tested-and widely used in sChbols. Adopted by 134 sites

across the country, it has been a massive.curriculuMCdevelopment Ind
.

fmplementation *effort involving over $10 million in federal fu-nds. CSMP has

been the mathematics program for students in 9,000 classrooms throughout the

country and more than'6,000 teachers have been trained to teach CSMP. To

assess the program's impact, an independent evaluation has been,conducted,

including the assessment of tHe mathematics achievement of 14,000 students

>

0

nationwide'.

The original purpose of this report was to present a Comprehensive summary

of the mathematics achievement of CSMP student; in these intensive field

trials of the curriculum. This draft report was to be the first,stage in this

reporting process. Unfortunately, because,of'a decision.py the sponsor to

discontinue fundingr,the present report is likely to be the on13, report.

Hence, there is a focus on the main results of the CSMP evaluation and many

secondary issues must be attended to in only a cursory'manner, if at all.

There is also a considerable amoulpf data that relates to issues in

mathematics education generally (not just CSMP), which_cannot be presented in'

this abbreviated report. Th'e interested reader can scan the Table of Contents

/ for an i4a of what was originally intended for this report.



Description of the'CSMP Curritulum and Its Development Cycle

CSMP began at Carbondale, I 1. with funding from the US Office of'.

Education and Southern Illinois University, and then at St: Louis With

fionding first from the uspE and then N1E. The Director ctf.CSMP fi-om 1965 to

1979 was Burt Kaufman, and the curricutum is in lirge measure a tribute to his

energy andjedication: Frederique Papy brouglit manY new ideas to CSMP difrIng

her time as.Associate Director for Research and Development; her influence

pervades the entire curriculum .' k.

The CSMP curriceum is the result of a long process of developmen,A, field

testing, and revision in a wide range of geographical locations. Those sites

varied in size *and SES of community, and students' ability *levels, as

meansured by standardized achievement tests, ranged from very low ability,

inclu'ding Title I, to upper track students defined as gifted by their

districts. During those trials, complete sets-ofJeacher's 5Uides and

students books were written for eath grade level. Materials, like the stO44

books the 13py Mini-computer and anaiysis cards for the String Game, were

also provided.

Over the ten years of the project's history a four cycle model of

materials development took place, essentially by grade levels:

CSMP staff wrote lesions and taught them i-formally-in local iclaSeses.

2. a local pilot-test version of,the curriculum was prepared fro the

revised lessons, taught by a few local teachers and observed

CSMP staff.

d*
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3. A "Final ExpZimental" version of the curriculum, based on a revision

of the local pilot version was taught for two years in the nationwide

set of schools elrting to pilot the curriculum.

oft.

4. A publication edition was prepared based on*final revisions resulting

from the extended pilot trials.

A formal evaluation mechanism was established at CEMREL, which was,

structurally independent of CSMP and funded under separate contracts. This

evaluation group, which came to be known as the Mathematics Research and

Evaluation Studies Project (MRES) was responsible for conducting summative

evalation based'on the Extended Pilot Tests.

The following description of the CSMP curriculum has been excerpted from

materials prepared by.the developer for promotional PUrposes:

DESCRIPTION An underlying assumption of the CSMP curriculum 4s that children
can learn and car enjoy learning much,more math than they do now. Unlike,most .

modern programs, the content is presented not as an artificial structures
external to the experience of children, but rather as an extension of
experiences children have encountered,in their development, both at the
real-life and fantasy levels. Using a "pedagogy of situation;" children are
led through sequences of problem-solving experiences presented in game=like
and story settings. It is CSMP's strong ponvicion that mathematics is a

unified whole and should be learned as such. Consequently,.the content is
completely sequenced in spiral form-So that each student is brought tnto
contact with each area of content continuously throu.ghout the program while
building interlocking.experiences of increasing sophistication as the
situations become more challenging.. A feature unique to CSMP is th'e use of,
three nonverbal languages that.give childrewimmediate.access to mathematical
ideas.and methods necessary not only for solving problems, but also for
continually expanding their understanding of the mathematical concepts
them$elves. Through these languages'the curriculum acts as a vehicle that
engages children immediately and naturally with the content of mathematics and
its applications without cumbersome linguiStic prerOuisites. These languages ,'
include: the Language of Strongs (brightly colored strongs and dots that deal
with the fundamentally useful and important mathematical notion pf sets); the
Language of Arrows (colored arrows between pairs of dots that stimulate .

thinkAng about relations between objects); and the Language of the'Papy

3 ;



Minicomputer. The Minicomputer, a simple 'abacus that models the posit
structure of the numeration system, is used both as a computing devic
Motivation`for mental arithmetic. Its language can be used to represent all
decimal numbers, positive or negative, And encourages.creative thinking about
the nature and properties of numbers. CSMP'is flexible enought to facilitate
whole-groupsmall-group, and personalized instruction, and is appropriate for
all children from the ':gifted" to the "slow learners." It recognizes the
importance of affective as well as cognitive concerns and has been developed
an0 extensively tested in classrooms nationally.

IMRLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS School system signs cooperative agreement with
CtMP and appoints Jocal coordinator who undergoes 3-10 days'of training
(depending omhighest grade level adopted) in St. Louis during spring or
summer prior to first'year of imprementaion. Coordinator trains all teachers
new to CSMP before start of school. Smallest adoption unit'is one teacher in
ve classroom. ,No training charge, but system Rays expenses of attending
training. Teachers and coordinators are required to buy tcaining kits: K-3,

$10, 4-6 $10. Optional adopter-site training is available; there is a fee for
this service. .

'

FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS 'Staet-up costs for one teacher and 30 students:
Kindergarten, $140; first grade, $150; second grade, $2004 fourth grade, $220;
fifth grade, $220. ReplaceMent costs for 10 students: kindergarten, $10;
first grade, $26; second.grade, 434; third grade, $47; fourth grade, $47;
ifth grade, $48.

It fs clear from the abovethat CSMP is quite different from most

traditional programs. The innovative program characteristics of CSMP form a

double-edged sword With great educational potential but also with

corresponding problems in implementation, independent of students'

achievement. Some of these are.the following:

a.. The curriculum coht-ains new matAmatical content particulary in

probability, statistics, geometry, and other areas of,applied

mathematics and this content is often new to the teachers themselves.

b. 'The curriculum contains new pedagogical techniciues, especially the

"languages" of the Minicomputer, arrowdiagrarh, and string pictures,

blended into a detailed and integrated sequence of lessons. These
-

te6hniques require a considerable'perservice training for

teachers to learn how to use them effectively, and they make the

1
a. A

4

4
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curriculum more complex to explain to parents and school

administrators.

c. CSMP often useS stories or situations in a discovery approach so that

lessonytend tb be longer than mathaiatics lessons.usually are and

place more emphasis on whole-group discussion. This requires more

daily preparation for the teacher, at least the first time through the

materials, and possible a chan§e in teaching style.

d. CSMP places great emphasis on he spiral approach. This requires, as

an article of faith on the part of the teacher, ihe acceptance of the

premise that in many lessbns some students will not master all of the

lesson on that &ay, but will eventually learn the materials if unclUe'

pressure on immediate mastery is avoided. This is in direct contrast

to the pressures put on schooJs for mastery learnin0j, criterion

referenced testing, and minimum competencies -- all of which mandate

absolute levels of achieveM'ent at fixed points in time regardless of
4

the curriculum being used. The use of the CSMP curriculum in the

context of these externally mandated requirements may require

considerable skill on he part of local.administrators, as well as

faith that this approach will eventually lead to satisfactory

'achievement.

e. Because of tYle highly integrated and interdependent nature of lessons4

within a year and the content from year-to-year, the CSMP, elementary
4

curriculum cannot be implemented on a casual basis withoUt classes

eventually getting far behind in the recommended schedule. ,Thts means

that, lOgistically, it is diffiCult to maintain CSMP if the 401 of

implementation drops below a certain-minimum, and that it is

particularly important that all CSMP teachers in a school.follow, at

5 1



least minimall iy, the ntended curricula. (It also raises qu

concerning the Iransfer of individual students into and'out of the

*gram.)

f. ,CSMP is somewhat more expensiye In yearly replaCement costs than most

regular te5abook programs. Though various montes are available for

implerdentation assistance, knowledge of their availability and. toii,

requirements for approval (including the access t.g.state approved

lists) can become difficult for school administrators.

The data reported here are from districts and classes which for the most

part were able to take advantage of thesesinnovative characteristics and where

CSMP was.clearly the main source of mathematics instruction, albeil

countless adaptations. The' implementaton issues describe above are reported

more fully in report 9-A-?.

'The Evaluation of CSMP: Goals,and Plans'

, The evaluation of CSMP has been carried out by an organizationally

'separate division of CEMREL called Mathematics Research and Evaluation Studies

(tIRES}. This group operated independently from the CSMP developer§ under the

, guidance of an Advisory Panel composed of five na.tionally recognized exPertts

in 'the fields Of math evaluation aftd education (see Appendix D). The MRES

, group produced an extensive Evaluaiion Report Series, 50 volumes in all,

dealing with a wide variety of.topics concerning CSMP. Therse art fisted on

pages iii and iv.

6
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In the first evaluation eeport in thts series'(Evaluation Repor

r A
verview, Design and.Instrumentatidp), the pals of the evaluation of tSMP

were spelledCt. Essentially three major issues were to be addressed. ,

(1) Intrinsic Merit. In the opinion of qualified reviewers, is the CSMP

411,
program and its mathematical content sound and relevant?

(2) Practicality. in terms of-ComparattVe costs, supervisory-and

4'
instructional personnel TeqUirements, management of students, etc., can school

systems adopt the prograM with relative ease?

p.

. (3) Outcomes. Do students learn the traditional skills and concepts, and

the special skills and concepts of the CSMP curriculum, and can they transfer

these skills and concepts more effectively (than'NOn-CSMP"students) to

unfamiliar mathematical conteXtsf

0
tie

The i,ssue of intrinsic merit was addressed early in the evaluation and

reported in Evaluation Report 1-A-2, External Review of CSMP Materials. The

. - .,

i'ssue of practicality was addressed each year of the,evaluation and reported

at various points in the Evaluation Report Series (see titles numbered n-C-n,

page iv). A draft of a summary of these and other findings was prepared in

November of 1982 and appears as Evaluation Report 9-A-2, Summary of -

Implementation Data, Draft Report. The outcomes issue was addressed each year

of the evaluation and reported at variOus points in the Evaluation Report

Series (see titles numbered n-B-n, page iv). This report is the draft of the

summary of these reports on outcomes.



The main thrust of the tefting of student outComes was coordina_

the Extended Pilot Test (E.P.T.) of t,e)Experimental Version,of the CSMP

curriculum. That version became atil ble usually oHe grade Tevel at a time
.

1

at intervals of-a year or_two- During_the first year of the ,E.O.T. at any one-

grade level, preliminary testing took place with about a dozen- intact CSMP.

classes and usually two or three dozen individual CSMP students and a

comparable number of Non-CSMP classes and students from school districts close

to St. Louis. The main purpose of the preliminary testing was to pilot the

test instruments themelves. Then in the second year of the E.P.T. at any one

grade level, the revised test instruments were used to teSt larger numbers of

CSMP and Non-CSMP classes from school districts throughout the United States.

The content of the tests initially matched the three aspects of the

"outcomes" evaluation goal.' At the beginning, the testing involved standard

content, CSMPicontent, and novel content. The CSMP curriculum dtffers
,

significantly enOugh from the traditional curricula to make comparisons of
1

achievement-on Content specific to either CSMP or Non-CSMP rather

meaningles.s, As time went on, it became apparent that the mostvalid test and

comparison of real student achievement involved 'content unfamiliar to either

,/ group of students. Hence, the importance and utility of the MANS Tests,

(novel content) increased.
%)

Figure 1 shows the schedule of testing in the Extended Pilot Test. The ,

entry,"Individual" in Figure 1 refers to tests which were administere

individually to students and which contained content novel to both groups.

8
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II. THE MANS TESTS

Thg MANS Tests, (Mathemat,its Applied to Novel Situatio'ns) are a collection

of short tests that.assess how well students in grades 2 to 6 can use

mathematical thinking and skills to solve problems that are new or unfamiliar

to them.

The MANS Tests are normally'contained in two student booklets at each
,

grade level. The booklets contain several tTts. .fach test has its own

directions which a specially trained tester follows in explaining ,he task and

the sample items. Studentsithen complete the items in that.test on their

own. A flexible time limit, usually about 5 or 6 minutes, a.11ows almost all

students to.finish.

fach MANS Test 6.kes up one or two pagesuin a booklet. so that diagrams and41

' illustrations are large, words are easy to read and there is ample space for*

students te 'do scratch Irk. FOr'most tests, students produce their own

answers instead of selecting one of several given alternatives: Answers are

to be written in the booklet and can be erased or crossed out; no special

pencil is requ&d.

-0`

The MANS Tests we;.-6 developed by the MRES staff to evaluate CSMP. The

MANS,Tests evolved froM1a.need to develop te's'is which could be used to compare
4

the progress of CSMP and Non-CSMP students. The tests had,to reflect the

emphasis CSMP places on generalized thinking skills and problem solv1p4.
r

However, to be fair to lon-CSMP students, they could not.contain any of the

representational languages or activities associated with CSMP.
41

A



To meet the tieed for tests that could be used.to evaluate the effectivness

of CSMP as a program that develops mathematical thinking and problerrt sol`ving

skills, an extqnsive process of test deyelopMent and revision was undertaken.

The development occurred,sequentially, on4,grade level at a time. At each

grade level, the Mathematics Retearctrand Evaluation Studies (MRES) staff

fr

first developeprotptype tests. Sometimes4de the ideas for the tests were

adapted from-ideas in previous' researgli in mathematici education; Most times ,

the ideas we're original. The Advisory Panel (whose members are listed on the

,front-cover) independently reviewed all of the test proptypes.4 Occasionally,

teachers, math supervisors,and researchers also reviewed the tests. If the

tests survived these reviews,'they were pilot tested'in a few local classes. .

0n the basis of results from these pilot classes, tests wererevised, in some

14cases eliminated.

)
The'original version of fhe MANS 'rests resulted from this dont uipg

,

process of delieltIpment, reyigw, testing, and revisiO., This 'version wa5 used

in the first Extended Pilot Test involving 15 to 20 local classes After
*

further refinement of th'e tests, they were used in the second tended pilot

'Test at that grade level. This evaluation study involved from 0 to 60

'1*classes ift several states, ana is the basis for the main data o
,

s report.

At7each stage in this process of development, review, testing, and

revisionethe work was guided by the Advisory Panel. Some of the important

considerations in the review and revisions of these tests, were the following:

. Intrinsic Merit: importance of the mathematical skill required;

1
curricular fairness; student interest in the novel problem context.

12
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. Administration: clarity and brevity of directions; student
r".

understanding of the task; low reading level; attractive format; `

unspeeded.

Technical: item analyis including range of difficulty le;e1s, error

analysis, discrimination coefficients; test analysis ihclildi,ng

s ceiling and floor effects, ,ability level differences, reljabIlity
-

(KR 20 studies of internal consistency)t analysis of class me,pn's

'and evidence of construct validity;

1

13 -
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III. THE EXTENDED PILOT TESTS: MAIN RESULTS

The main results to be reported here are those obtained in the second year

of the'E.P.T. at each Of grades _two through six. This report will concentrate

on the CSMP/Non-CSMP comparisons of student achievement on standard and novel

/>
content.

The maih results reported here Wave the following characteristics. They

compare the performance of CSMP students to that of Non-CSMP students of

. similar ability. They are based on results obtained from tests thdt are

technically eound. They are based on-the performance of CSMP and Non-CSMP

students who (by and.large) have tild at least three years of formal

instruction in CSMP or a more traditional program, respectively, and who are

eight or more years of age. They are based on classroom experiences which are

close to typical for both CSMP and Non-CSMP. Finally, for each grade level

the data is collected in a similar fashion.

Design. SOoo1 districts have used many strategies in adopting CSMP. One

strategy niter adopted is the kind of random assignment of teachers and

students to experimental (CSMP) and control classes that would satisfy the

conditions required for a true experimental comparison. Thus, the design-of

the Extended Pilot Test has had to be less rigrous. Generally, the strategy

has been to first select a representative group of CSMP classes from districts

using CSMP at that.grip level. Then, in cooperation with local districts,

appropriate NON-CSMP classes were selected in such a way as to minimize as

much as possible factors other than curriculum which might cause differences

in achievement between the two groups.

15
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Through third grade, CSMP classes were selected from the localLgiil

area and'from districts with several CSMP clasSes least six).

Comparison.classes wert usually selected fi.om the same schools as CSMP

-9,

classes, with teachers and students as similar to their CSMP counterparts as

Possible.

)From fourth to sixth grade,,school and district wide adoption of CSMP

became more common and comparisbn classes came to be selected from other,'

,similar schools in the district or from other districts using CSMP at lower

grade levels. Most'districts with at least two CSMP classes were included in

these later E.P.T.'s.

ki

An average of 50% of.the available CSMP classes participated in these

Extended Pilot Tests. The curriculum usdd by the comparison classes was the-
:

usual matherltiCs-cUrriculum for the district, almost always one of the cdmmon

. elementary textbooks. They were only minor differer;ces between these

textbooks, and in the analysis of class means, these comparison classes were

combined into a single "Nbn-CSMP" category.

Table 1 gives the distributiOn of classes, partilciipating in the E.P.T.

second year testing,, by sites and grade level. , pring the five years covered

4.
in this testing, over 300 classes (half CSMP and half Non-CSMP) participated

from 24 districts (sttes). Very few of these 300 classes weire in fact the

same class counted twice because there were two 12-month gaps in the

one-grade-per-year schedule of the E.P.T. and because theparticipating

districts varied somewhat from year to year. With the exception of sdme

classes in sixth grade, aTlIthe classes were regular in that they hadn't been

grouped by ability. However, as can be seen by the lasi line in Table 1, the
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,icli'L i-Distribution of Classes Partici patina in the E.P.T. Testing ..f.,7 Li rAC12.1i._ Li

n

(Number of CSMP cl asses gtven fi rst, 4on-c5MP second)

Site

No .

Type of
ComTuni ty

Secti on of .

Country .

Second

Grade

s
1 medium City North Central

2 Exurban Central East

3 Medium City South Central 6-6

4 Large City North Central 6-6

5 Large City Central East

6 Suburb Central 3-3

7 Smal 1 City -West

8 Suburb North Ceritral.

9
A

Suburb North East -

10 Suburb North East -

I 1 Small City North Central

12 , Suburb Central . 3-2

13,, Large C ty Central -

14 Medium City North Central

15 Suburb . Central

16 Smal 1 Ci ty North Central 1-1

17 Suburb North East 2-2

18 Large City SOuth

19 Surburb Central 6-5

Z6 Large City Central East

21 Smal 1 Town South East

22 Medi um Ci ty North East 6-6

23 Large Ci ty Central 3-3

24 Suburb Central

TOTAL CLASSES

Percenti le Rank On Covari ate

Thi rd Fourth Fi fth Si xth A111

Grade Grade Grade Grade Graces

4-5

4-4

4-3

15-12

6-12

2-2 ,

0-3

2-2

0-6

2-2

2:2

1-3 0-2

0-5

1-6*

0-4

3-3

7-0*

6-6 . 6-6 8-6

0-6*

0-5*

6-0 6-0

6-0 6-0 6-0

5-3

2-2 2-2

3-4

1-1 1-2

3-0

0-9

6-6

6-6

6-6

2-2

8-13

0-5

1-6

0-4:

3-3

7-0

27-24

0-6

0-5

12-0

1-1

201-2

543

14»12

3-4

15-12

12-18

5-6

3-0

.36-34 33-36 , 30-21 31-25 26-37 156-153

56--54 55-56 64-62 61-60 77-78

*Upper track cl asses , . e. students speci al 1 y grouped by abi 1 i ty

1 7 9
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classes tended to be somewhat above average in ability; this was pagiggitl;-

true in sixth grade due to the presence of tipper track,classes. 'At each grade

level, approximately 66 clases were tested, about 30 CSMP and 30 Non-CSMP.,

Again, from the last line of Table 1, theability level of the CSMP.classes

matched that of the Non-CSVP classes at eachprade.- Finally, by scanning the

second and third columns of Table 1, the reader can see that nearly every type

of community and section of the country is represented. Rural districts and

the Far West part of the country are not well represented, however.

Categories of MANS Tests. Altogether some 111 tests were given during the

five years of testing reported here. Appendix A gives a.description of these

tests. Many of the tests were used at more than one grade level, with items

of different levels of difficulty; onlif 54 truly 'different tests are described.

For purposes of reporting, the tests have been categorized. Ninety-five

of the 111 tests emphasize one of seven mathematical processes. These seven

processes are named and described on the following pages and art example

showing a few items, from a test in that process categoey is given.

1,

The other 16 of the 111 tests emphasize one of five special topics in

mathematics: Algebra, Geometry, Logic, Organizing and Interpreting Data, and

Probability. Again, examples of each can be found in Appendix A. These

special topics were tested mostly in 'grade-six but to some extent in grades

five and four. .

18



Computation

Straightfouard calculation
with basic facts and*algorithms. SUBTRACTION

Examples from a third grade test. 11 73
-5 -5

Estimation

Rapid calculation of
approximate answers. For
this category only, fixed
time limits are prescribed.

Examples 'from a sixth grade
test. Short time limit.

Mental Arithmetic

Solution of numerical

problems that emphasize
an understanding of numbers
and operations, but do not
require great mental
computational facility.

Examples from 'a sixth geade
test. No "scratch work" is

A

kale

NULTIFL!CATION

5 x 8
31
x2

. CHECX

thj Exactly 1

7 5n rz

Sore than I

4 + 3

19 9

12 x

101 x 43

7 x 43 301

14 x

3

r I
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Nwmber'Reoresentations , II

...d
,Recognition, or prodution

of different ways of
representing numbers,'
including place'value4
number lines, measurement.

Example from a.second grade
test For each of the first
group of items .(A through F),

the tester says aloud a number,
for students to write in the
blank.

Relationships and Number Patterns

Recognition or application of
given pattern's, orders, or
relationships in sets of numbers.

Examples from a fourth grade test.
Three sample items', explaining how

the "machines" work, are done
previously.

Elucidation of Mutiple Answers

Prdduction of many correct answers
to'a given problem.

Examples from a sixth grade test.

S.

hhat ntsitir Is 1 sort then 3561*

lih$t nunter is 10 am than 402,

mat nother Is 100 more than 6027

bles: Tote out Ulm balls.

hod to get tete( tom. X X
ffl

live ll' the passible scores. $2.

.

lufirs: The timbers oust te between SOO and %O.

Tee of the tioito not be 9. X
Illve all the correct wooers. 909.



Word Probiems

Solution of word problems'
requiring low levels of
reading comprehension and ,

computation and classified
according to type of problem.

Examples from a second grade

test. Tester reads the items,

aloud, p-ame-by-frame.

Males cost St each and
bananas cast 2t each.

Sally buys 3 twills Ind
1 banana.

A fantastic ant is-
starting a trio. Ms goat 2 Was.

After one day the ant

Cy; 17

Now moth does it
cost altogether? ,

At that same sorted,
how far will he M
after S days?

Method of Analysis. Each of the participating classes was given some test

of general academic ability. In the earlier grades, the actual test used

varied from site to site.and year to year but was usually either an academic

intelligence test o? a test of reading comprehension or vocabulary. In the

later grades, classes-unifarmly took an appropriate level of the

Gates-McGinitie Vocabulary Test.

For the main results reported here, the analysis of student achievement

was done each year on class means. Fr each test, a mean score,was-calculated,

across all the students in the class who took all the achievement tests in the

battery and who also took the test of general ability.
1

The corresponding

mean score on the test of general ability was also calculated. In both cases

, raw scores were used. Then an analysis of covariance procedure (with general

21



ability as the_covariate) was used on each test to compare the meam

the CSMP classes that year versus the mean score for the comparable Non-CSMP

classes. From this analysis-sof covariance can be determined the probabilitP

that the observed difference in mean scores could have occurred by chance.

(If that probability is less than 5%, the difference is often deemed to be

"statistically significant".)

For each of these'achievement tests, themedn sCores for CSMP and Non-CSMP

classes were compared in another and much simple way: the percentage

difference in mean scores between the two groups of classes. (Previous to

this the mean raw scores had been statistically adjusted to take into account

differences between the two grOppion the test of general aloilitf. Since

.these two groups were invariably quite similar in genval ability, such

adjustments usually were quite.small--less, than 2%.)

4

Results By Grade and Test Category. In Table 2 there is a summary of the

results of the tettng, by grade level. .For each grade, the table gives the

number of achievement testi that were Administered, the number of tests for

which the analysis of covar'iance indicated a statistically significant

'difference in favor of CSMP or Non-CSMP, and the average percent difference in

the adjusted mean scores. The bottom line of the table shows that 111 tests

were administered over all grades. Of those 111 tests, 69 produced a

statistically significant difference in favor of CSMP, two in favor of

Non-CSMP,.and an aver.age percent differen6e in the'adjusteemean scores of

13.4 in favor of CSMP.

1 N6rmally less than 15% of the students in a class had to .be exCluded due
to this requirement. In addition, normally a class lost another 5% due to
students joining the class late in the year or being labeled "special" in
some,handicapping way.
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Table 2

Grade Level Summary of E.P.T. Test Results

(All Categories Combined)

Grade Level
of E.P.T.

Number of

Tests
Administered

'

Number of Times

Significant
CSMP Non-CSMP

Average

Percent
Difference

In

Eavor
of:

Second Grade 11 3 '0 13.4 CSMP

Third Grade 15 10 -6 12.9 CSMP

Fourth Grade 25 18 1 18.9 CSMP

Fifth Grade 26 15 0 12.9 CSMP

Sixth Grade 34 23 1 10.1 CSMP

Total Across 111 69 2 13.4 CSMP

All Grades

The results at each grade reflect the overall results rather consistently

with two minor exceptions: in second grade, not as large a proportion of the

tests produced statistically significant differences in favor of CSMP, and in

fourth grade the average percent difference in adjusted mean scores was much
4.

larger.

In Table 3 a summary similar to that of Table 2 is,.given according to test

category.

0



Table 3

Summary of E.P.T. Test Results
All Grades Combined

Given by Test Category

Number of

Tests

tumber.of Times
.wSignificant

Average
Percent

In

Favor
Test Oategory Administered .CSMP. Non-CSMP Difference of

Mathematical Processes,:
...

Computation 8 2 1
. ,

3.8 CSMP

Estimation 13 .9. 0 . 8.5 CSMP

Mental Arithmetic . 21 19 0 19.1 , CSMP

Niimber Representation

Relationships and

12 5 0, 8.6

'

CSMP

Number Patterns 22 16 0 ,z., , 20.8 CSMP

Elucidation 4, 6 3 0 16.7 C8MP

Word Problems 13 8 0 15.1 CSMP

Special Topics:

Algebra
."

4 11.0 CSMP

Geometry 2 . 3.0 Non-CSMP

Logic 2 0.0

Organizing and
Interpreting Data 3 0 0 O Non-CSMP

Probability 5 4 0 11.2 CSMP

Total Across 111 69 2 13.4 CSMP

All Categories
t

...

24'
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0

572Most of the tests were in one of the Mathematical Process categ ,lesc

those, the results were strongly in favor of CSMP in Mental'Arithmetic and

Relationships and Number Patterns. In those two cases the CSMP advantage

showed up 'in both the number of times'the tests produced statistically

significant differences and in the average percent difference. The results

were almost as strongly in favor of CSMP ih Eluci4tion antl Word Problems, and

S.

slightly in favor of CSMP fh Estimation and Number Representations. In the

Computation category there was essentially no overall advantage to either

group.

In terms of Special l'opiC categories, the reader is reminded that the

majority of these tests were given only in sixth grade. Only in two

categories (Algebra and Probability) was there.strong evidence for a

difference, and in both cases it was in favor of CSMP.

Graphs of Class Means. On the following'pages, gi-aphs of class means for

Total MANS are shown for each of grades four through six to illustrate the

data of Table 2. For each graph; an entry on the graph represents a class;

' the position on the graph is determined by its "ability" score (IQ, reading,

vocabulary--whatever happened to be used that year) and by its Total MANS

score.
11

CSMP classes are shown by x's, Non-CSMP classes,by o's. A regression line

has been drawn in each graph tb show-the best prediction of MANS score for a

given ability score. One does not need a test of significance to determine

that there is a clear pattern for CSIMP classes to be above the regression line

and Non-CSMP classes to be below the line.
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Fi gure 4, Si xth Grade Cl ass Means
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IV. ,THE EXTENDED PILE TEST: SECONDARY RESULTS

Note to the reader: This chapter has not been completed for this draft

report Some illustrative data froffi each section is given

below.

Analysis of School and DiStrict Data -

The graphs shown on pages 26 and 27 show entries for each class. In each

case, the CSMP Classes are doing better than Non-CSMP classe s. and the
4

differences are statistically significant. When the data are aggregated by,

schools, instead of classes, thelifferences remain significant, but the

pattern of mean scores becomes clearer.

Notice in Figure 4 that there are six CSMP classes which are scoring well

below the regression line. Figure 5, below, is the graph of school means; the

six low scoring classes were concentrateg'in two or three schools rather than

being scattered randomly.

Total MANS

x,

1 X

_
i
,1

Figure 5, Sixth Grade School Means
(x.CSMP School, --Non-CSMP School)

29
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Figure 5 illustrates two point . First, at higher grades it is school -

rather than teacher that may be the more effective factor in achfevement.

This may be becpse the MANS Tests are cumulative in nature rather than

testing specific sixth grade cohtent, because of the influence of the

principal, or because there is cohesion among the teachers irAhow to teach

the math curriculum.. The second point is that the CSMP effect is more 6ident

in school level analysis; in Figure 5 there were 16 CSMP schools, 14 of them

did better than all but one Non-CSMP schools while the other two did worse

)han all Non-CSMP schools.

Analysis of district ,leve.1 means provies-similar findings--still

significant differences and clearer interpretations.

Analysis of Item Da6

Extensive item analyses wee6 done each year ,on al) items in the MANS

Tests. There were several kinds of items which produced large differences

year after year between CSMP and Non-CSMP students. For example CSMP4kkudents

consistently did better than Non-CSMP students in multiplication of Whole

numbers,'fractionS, and decimals. THis advantage was largest in the years in

which these topics were being introduced,in mathematics and reflected the

early CSMP emphaSts. ,The differences decreased in later grades. Similarly

CSMP students did not initially do as well in whole number subtraction and

long division, again reflecting the later (or lesser) emphasis of these topics

in the CSMP curriculum.

30
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Analysis of Student Level Date

In order to analyze the effect of Ihe CSMP curriculum according to ability

level of student, the following Procedure was followed at each grade level.

Students were grouped according to percentile, rank 'on the covariate

test--reading, vocabulary, or IQ. There were four groups corresponding to

0
highest quarter in ability, second highest, etc. Then comparisons on MANS

Tests between CSMP and Non-CSMP students were made for each ability. quartile.

Figures 6 and 7, from sixth grade, illustrate the different result's which

were found in the categories Number Representations and Elucidation (both of

which had significant differences in favor of CSMP.in Analysis Of Covariance

on class means)
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ure 6, Scores on Number Representations by Ability Level of Students

(x.CSMP group of students, =Non-CSMP)
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Category Total :

Elucidation

" I "

7

. , T

T '
1 I I- t 1

; 1

or'
eel.)

,,, ,,,

Vocabulary Score

Figure 7, Scores on Elucidation by Ability Level,of Students
(x=CSMP groupin;, of students, =Non-CSMP)

On Elucidation, the low ability CSMP students had just as la77.5'e a

superiority over their non-CSMP courjterparts as did the high ability

students. This is what happened most of the time, i.e. the reslilts were

consistent at different ability levels. But on Number Representations, the

low ability CSMP s'tudents did not Share in the otherwise consistent-advantage

of CSMP students. This result happened occasionally; most often in the less

hard tests; su'ch as Computat'ion.

:3
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AppendiR A

Description of MANS Tert/s

\

Comprehensive List

0 .

I

Note: This is the comprehensive list for the
most current versions-of the MANS Tests.
There are minor descrepencies between these
tests and the ones used in the E.P.T.

c
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Process Categories:

C: Computation
E*: Estimation
M: Mental Arithmetic
N: Number Representations
R: Relations & Number Patterns
U: Elucidation
W: Word Problems

Special Topic Categories:

A: Algebra
G: Geometry
L: Logic
0: Organization of Data
P: Probability

jtj



Category C: Computation

Cl Whole Number Computation

Abstract: Given straightforward computation problems involving whole
numbers, pr9duce exactanswers (by calculating on paper if
necessary). The items do not have the multiple choice
response format but are sigTar in range and difficulty to
those found in the standardized achievement tests of the appro-
priate grade level.

Grade Level)s: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

' Examples (from Grade 4): 352 675 143

+683 -469 ,x 5 6772.

C2 Fraction Computation

Abstract: Given straightforward computation items involving simple
fractions, produce exact answers (by calculating on paper if
necessary). Though the items do not have the multiplOChoice
response format, they are,similar-7 range and diffic4lty to
those found in the standardized achievement tests of the appro-
priate grade level.

Grade Levels: 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade 5):

3 1

'C3 Decimal Computation

x

411

Abstract: Given straightforward computation itegs involving one and two
place decimals, produce exact answers (by calculating on paper if
necessary). Though the items do not have the multiple choice
response format, they are similarfr7 range and difficulty to
those found in the standardized achievement tests of the appro-
priate grade level.

Grade Level: 6

Examples: 0.5 + 0.25 = .5 1.5 =



Category E: Estimation

El 2 or 5 or 10 Times

Abstract: Given two numbers, quickly estimate whether the first is about
2 or 5 or 10 times as large as the second. A sample is worked
collectively.

Grade Levels: 3, 4

Examples (from Grade 3): 65 is about

98 is about

times as large as 12

times as large as 51

,E2 Estimating Intervals: Addition

Abstract: Given a computation problem involving whole number addition, and
5 fixed intervals (0-10, 1050, 50-100, 100-500, 500-1000),

, determine which interval contains the answer to the problem, and
put an x in the interval. By instrpction, format and short time
limits, students are discouraged from computing exact answers.
Two or three sample items are done collectively.

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5

Examples (from Grade 2): 51' + 53 0 10 50 100 500 1000

189 + 273 0 10 50 100 500 1000

E3 Estimating Intervals: Subtraction

Abstract: The scale is similar to E2 (except that it involves whole number
subtraction) and follows it directly in the test booklets.

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4

*Examples (from Grade 3)! 93 - 86 0 10 50 100 500 1000

147 - 99 0 10 50 100 500 1000 .

E4 Estimating Intervals: Multiplication

Abstract: The scale is similar to E2 and E3 (but is devoted to multiplica-
tion with whole numbers for the most part) and follows them in
the test booklets.

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade 4): 40 x 10 0 10 50 100 500 1000

, 4 x 29 0 10 50 100 500 1000

1



E5 Estimating Intervals: Division

, Abstract: The scale is similar to E2, E3 and E4 (but is devoted to division

with whole numbers for the most part) There are only four fixed

intervals (0-1, 1-10, 10-20, 20-100) in the response format. It

follows E4 in the test booklets.

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples:f 1 i 15 0 1 lo 20 100 0

101 f 9 0 1 10 20 100

,
E6 Estimating Fractions <, *, >1

Abstract: Given a calculation ( +, -, or :) of two numbers (at least one of -
which is a fraction or mixed number), quickly estimate whether
the answer would be less than, equal to or more than 1. Students

are encouraged to work quickly and not to compute exact answers
before making their choices. A completed sample item is

provided..

Grade Level: 6

Examples:

"N

,

CHECK ONE

Less' than I Exactly 1 More than 1

s 1i --T TIT

4.

,.

,

II

,



11. Category M: Mental Arithmetic
..

4*,
M1 Whole Number Open Sentences

Abstract: Given an open sentence, where the box may be either on the right,

or the left of the equal sign, where the numbers are large and
easy to work with, and where only one operation is used, put the
numbe in the box which makes the sentence true. By instruction
and ompting, students are discouraged from "computing the long
wa ' and are not allowed to do any figuring on paper.

trade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade 3) 500 + MI .4 800

- 150 = 50f

2 x 200 =

MI

'M2 Above and Below Zero

Abstract: Given a starting score (which could be above or beloAllro), and
hom much the score went up or down, select the correct final

. score (multiple choice).

Grade Levels: 2, 3 ,

Examples (from Grade 3)
Score at the start: 3 below zero

Then: Lost 4

Score at the end: 7 below zero 1 below zero 1 above zero 7 above zero

Score at the start: 2 above zero

Then: Lost 4

Score at the end: 6 below zero 2 below zerd Zero 2 above zero
4'

*

,
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115 below zerol

M3 Negative Hits and Misses

Abstract: Given the descrtption of a "game" with two rules (') each hit
means a gain of 5 points and b) each miss means a loss of I
point) and partial information on the outcome of turns, the -

student must deduce the missing information. Two sample items

are completed collectively.

Grade Levels: 4, 5, 6

Examples:(

Started with Number Number Ended with

a score of t of Hits of Misses a score of

Pam:

John:

4 above zero

M4 Fraction Open Sentences

2

6

0

[3 above zero

(provided,

but not
mentioned in -

:instructions)

Abstract: Given an open sentence involving at least one fracitio , and one
of the four arithmetic operations, complete the sente ce.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
3

1 MOM
alIMP

M5 .Decimal Open Sentences
Agt

/

3

T

Abstract: Given an open sentence involving at least one decimal number and
one of the four arithmetic operations, complete the sentence.

Grade Level: 6

'Nor

Examples: 0.5

'10

1 0.75 --

1

= 0.5



Category N: Number Representations ,

N1 WritingMhole Numbers

Abstract: Part I: The student mu t write numbers as they are read aloud
by the tester.

Part II: Given a number, 'tten in the test booklet, the student
must write the number which is 1 (or 10 or 100) more
than it. A .sample item is worked collectively.

Grade Level: 2

Examples: Part I: Tester says, "Eight hundred twenty" (repeats)

Tester says, "Seven thousand sixty five" (repeats)

Part II: What.number is 1 more than:099?

What number is 10 more than 495?

N2 1, 10, 100 or 1000 More

Abstract: Given two numbers, decide
10, 100 or 1000 more
rifght.) Two sampleitems

Grade Level: 3

whether the first number is about 1,
than the second number. (None is exactly

are worked collectively.

Examples: 1

10

4,265 is abobt 100 more than 4,254
1000 e

1

10
1,001 is afiout 100 more than 998

1000

10



N3 Constructing,Numbers

Abstract: Given the use of only four digits (2, 5, 7 and 8) and the rule'
that no digit be used more than once, construct numbers like the
smallest (dor largest), the second smallest. (or largest) or the

closest to a given number. The constructed numbers are to be of

either 2, 3 or 4 digits and sometimes restricted to a giien
range of numbers. Collectively, to clarify the rules', two'

incorrect answers and the correct one are examined for two'

Sample problems.

Grade Level: 4

Examples: What is the second largest four digitnkber?

What is the smallest three digit number between
730 and 850?

What foA digit number between 2,000 and 3,000 isA
closest to 2,800?

N4 Representing Fractions

Abstract: The scale has five short subsections each containing one of two
kinds of items: a fraction.or mixed number is given in standard
form and must be represented in another specifiC way or else
that process is reversed and the response format is multiple
choice. Instruction is largely in the form of a,written
question or command at the beginning of each subsection.

Grade Level: 4

Examples: Put an arrow at 4i inches.

How much is shaded?

fr

3 in.

.

4 M.

110

5 in. in.

1 1 2 3



N5 Representing Fractions and Decimals

Abstract: The scale has five short subsections each containing one of two
kinds of items: 'either a mixed number or decimal is given
in standard form and must be represented in another specific
way or else that process is reversed and the response format
is multiple choice. jnstrtiction is largely in the form of a

written question or commanOat the beginning of each subsection,

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: 'Put an arrow at 1.35 inches.

0 1 .2 3 Li

How much is shaded? 1

7

(A completed sample was given.)

2T none of these

N6 Equivalent Fractions and Decimals

Abstract: Given'a fraction (or decimal) determine which members of a set of
fractions (or decimals) are equivalent to it. A sample set
of four completed items is sho4n.

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: Circle ill the.fractions that are equal to the one in the box.

9 4 3 10
T7 IT

Ill



Category R: Relationship & Number Patterns

R1 Solving Number Rules

Abstract: Given 3 clues-(i.e., pairs of numbers) in a game, determine what

the secret method'is (i.e., the unique rule relating each of the

pairs,of numbers) and then use the rule to calculate the missing

number from the fourth pair.

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Examplei (from Grade 3): Maria's Game Jim's Gime

Maria's Class Jim's

answer: said: answer:

10 2 6 .

12 5 9

13 10 14

El 111
12

Class
said:

First clue:, 5

Second clue: 7

Third clue: 8

Question: 2

R2 Using Number Machines

Abstract: Given labelled "number machines" in sequenceend either the
initial or the terminating number, determine the other numb&r.°
There is an introduction showing that "number machines".take in

.numbers; add, subtract, multiply or divide by a fixed quantity;

and give out the resultant number. Thelpree sample items
(each with a "number.machine" sequence) ir62. worked collectively.

Grade Levels: 3, 4,1, 6.

Examples (from Grade 4):

;.)

R3 Sequences

Abstract: Given an incomplete portion of an additive sequence of numbers,

determine the missing number. One sample item is worked

collectively.

Grade Level: 2

Examples: 28, 25, 19, 16, 13

1, 1+1 2, 3, 3+9 4



0

R4 Which Result is Larger

Abstract: Given two quantities (usually similar,computation problems
using +, -, or x) mark the one which yields the larger result,
or mark them both if they'are equal. By instruction, format and
time limits, students are discouraged from computing exact
answers. The correct response should be more easily determined
by inspection than by computation. Two sample items are worked
collectively.

Grade Levels: 2, 3

Examples (from Grade 2): 585 + 250 D
580 + 290

3 x 31 E3

31 x 3

R5 Labelling Number Lines

Abstract: Given partially labelled number lines, with varying increments,
determine certain missing numbers. A sample item is worked
collectively.

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade 2):
1 ) L 10. r

1

7 [1.3

16 22

1 1

20 24 28 32 36

R6 Multiplication Series

Abstract: Given an incomplete portion of a multiplicative series of
numbers, determine the pnstant , multiplier involved in order to
complete the portion sho n. Portions of several series are
shown altogether with one, two or three numbers missing from
each. A sample series is éaznined and completed collectively.

Grade Level: 4

Examples:

I1.000 110,000 1100,000 I



R7 Which Fraction is Larger

Abstract: Given two non-whole numbers written in fractional form ( a proper
fraction, an improper fraction or a mixed number), circle the
larger one. A completed sample item is shown.

Grade Level: 5, 6

3
Examples:

1

or

1 5
3-- or y
2

R8 Which Decimal is Larger

Abstract: Given two non-whole numbers written in decimal form, circle the

larger one. A completed sample item is shown.

/1
Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: .4.999 or 5.1

1.5 or 0.58

-R9 Fractions Between Two Others

Abstract: Given two fractions, write another which is larger than the
first and smaller than the second.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
1

is larger ihan 3 , but smaller than ir

L J-
. is larger than , but smaller than 2

R10 Decimals Between Two Others

Abstract: Given two decimal numbers, write another which is larger than the
first and smaller than the second.

Examples: is larger than 1.25, but-smaller than 2.0

is larger than 0.42, but smaller than 0.43

t)



CategOry U: Elucidation

Ul Number Sentences About 8

Abstract: Students a're to produce as many different "sentences about 8" as
possible, always in the form "8 = .... Four correct answers to
similar exercises about 9 are examined collectively.
(9 = 10 - 1, 9 = 1 + 5 + I, 9 = 3 x 3, 9 = 18 - 2).

41 Grade Level: 2 r

Example: My number sentences about 8.
8 =
8 =

U2 Producing Many Answers

Abstract: Given several different situation§ each of which poses a problem
for which there aei many correct solutions-, produce as many of
them as possible. For each situation, some potential solutions
are accepted or rejected for not following the given rules as
inappropriate.

Grade Level: 3, 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade 3):
Rules: Take out two balls.

Add the two numbers to get a score.

What are the possible scores? 6, 2, 35

Rules: Write all the two digit numbers you can.
41 Use only the diTts 1, 2; 3.

Give all the numbers that follow the rules. 34, 22

ti3 Getting to 12

Abstract: Giien a starting point (0), a goal (12) and two rules, invent as
many ways of reaching the goal as possible. THe rules are ttiat
only the numbers 2, 3, 5 & 7 can be used along with additionr
subtraction, multiplication or division. Two sample solutions
(see below) are worked collectively.

11

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
Sample

Sample

1:

2:

0

0

+ 7 = 7

7 x 2 =

=

14

14

8

8

- 2

+ 2

40

= 4

4 x 3 = 12

+ 5 = 5

5 + 3



Category W: Word Problems

W1 One Step Word.Problems

Abstract: Solve word problems in which the Story (including the question)

is read by the tester while the student looks at a series of

cartoons and/or follows the story in the captions beneath the

cartoons: Seven items require one-step solutions; two items

require two.

Grade Level: 2

Exathples:

Jill ipent 60 to
buy some bananas.

,Jim found 3
marbles but
he lost 4.

Bananas cost

20 each.

And now he

has 5 marbles.

How many baoanas did

she buy?

How many marbles
did-he have to

begin with?

W2 Two Stage Word Problems

Abstract: Solve word probleMs in which the solutions require two opera-

tions. The numbers.in the problems are relatively small; the
computational and reading requirements are simple.

Grade Levels: 3, 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade 4): Pam gets 500 each week.
She always spends 300 and saves the rest.
How much will she save in 4 weeks?

Tom has 30 more than Ann.
Tom has 5 Tess than John.
If John has 200, how much does Ann have?

f

131



W3 Miscellaneous Word Problems

*
Abstract: Solve word problems which are unusual for third graders in

one of several ways: requires three-stage solution, requires
working backward from a given final state to an unknown initial
state, requires more logical analysis than straight computation,
involves proportional ratios, involves extraneous data.

Grade Level: 3

Examples: At first, Sally had some marbles.
Then, she lost 3 ofIthem.
Then, she found 2 marbles.
After that, she still had 8 marbles left.
How many did she have at first?

Sam has to move 10 boxes.
He can carry 3 boxes each trip.
How Many trips will he need to make?

'W4 Extraneous Information

Abstract: Solve word problems in which extraneous information is given.
Once the relevant information is selected, the solutions are
simple one-step problems involving small whole numbers.

Grade Level: 4

Examples: A belt costs $4.
A shirt costs $5.
A.hat costs $10.
How much more does a hat cost than a belt?

Peter has $10.
He needs 4 pounds of candy.
Candy is $2 per pouna.
He is buying candy for-6 people.
How much will the candy cost altogether?

W5 Fractional Sugar

got

, Abstract: Solvelword problems each of which start with cups of Sugar.
The one.hsteposolutions all require simple computions (+, x

or -) with fractions or mixed numbers.

Grade Level: 4

Examples: Tina has 4+ cups.

She buys 6-k more cups.
How much sugar will she have then?

Kari has 4' cups.
.She gives away hayf of it.
How many cups of sugar. wil 1 she have left?



W6 :Three Stage,Word Problems

Abstract: Solve word oroblems,in which the solution requires three opera-
.

tions. The problem is statedrin 3 to 5 short sentences and the
numbers given in the problems are relatively-small.

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: Shirts cost $10 each and ties cost $5 each.
Altogether Joe spent $35 for shirts and ties.
He bought 2 shirts.
How many ties. did he buy?

Bill loads 6 boxes in 2 hours.

John loads 4 boxes in 2 hours.
Together, how many boxes do they load in 6 hours?

,

Abstract: Solve word problems each of which start with 6.5 gallons of
gas. The one-step solu.tions all require simple computations

(+, x, or -) with decimals.

Grade Level: 5 .

Examples::. Peter has 6.5 gallons.

Then he spills 1.2 gallons.
How, much gas willihe have left?

Ron has 6.5 gallons.
Next week he.will use ten times this much.
How much gas will he use next.week?

, W8 Novel Word Problems

Abstract: Solve word problems which are Aovel for sixth graders in ane,or
two of the following ways: invoNes fractions or decimals,
requires more-than,three-stage solution, answer choices are,
approximate, requires sAlving for two unknowns, requires the
use of data which is common knowledge but not given in the
problem. Respons&format ist-multiple choice.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:

Ellen saw pepper plants on sale at 3 plants for 400.,
She bought 12 plants.

She usually bought 3 plants for 500.
How much did she save?

200 -400 480 $2.00

George's father gives him 2ie for every hour he spends in school.
About how much would he have given George for the monthfof October?

$.50 $1.00 $3.00 $6.00



Category A: Algebra

Al Algebraic SymbOls

Abstract: Given
1

the numerical value of a letter (or fetters) produce t
numerical value of aR expression involving that letter (th
letters). In written instructions, two sample items are w ed
out and implied multiplication (e.g. in 3bc or in d4) is ex,'

plained. This scale follows A2 in the test booklet.

Grade Level: 6

Examples: If g 4 and h 3 then 5gh =

If p 2 then p5

A2 Solving Equations

Abstract: Given simple equations in one unknown, solve for the unknown.
Three sample items are worked collectively, including one with
a parenthesis.

Grade Level: 6

Examples: (7 x h) + 1 st 15, so h =

(n + 1)%1- 3 . 6, so n

A3 Summation Operator
ir

, Abstract: Given an open.sentence involving one or more summations of
consecutive,integers, select the answer that completes the
sentence. A symbol for such summations (070) is introduced
and explained () 0, 2+3+445+0 and two items are worked
collectively.

406

Grade Level:, 6

.1xamples:

0 1111

0

100b. 11t d. 199

- 50

0

0 +50



A4 Transformations

Abstract: Given two different transforuetions (1; which turns a design,
clockwise by 900 and 1: which reverses the number of symbols
at the top and bottom of a design), the scaTiEFsists of two
different sections: requiring the application of either "R or

1% to a design, requiring several applieations of =4..and/or 1:
to a design. Several sample items, are worked collectivelY,

in each section.

Grade Level: 6

Examples: Section I: "R (to
.0 X )

Start with

X X

Section II: 15

0 0

4

do I and then

do twice

oxo =

End up with



_

4o,

Category G: Geometry

G1 Geometric Loci

Abstract: Determine which picture is described by a given statement; where
several pictures are given, each of which has identically placed
elements (an 'x,' an 'o' and a line) but a different set of
dots, determine which picture a givmstatement describes. First
statement is read by the tester.

Grade Level: 4

Examples: A

0 -0

In which picture 'art all the dots the same distance from the x? ABCD

In which picture is each dot just as close toxas to OABEF

*G2 Geometric Covigruencies

Abstract: Given a regular geometric shape dividethe shape into a certain
number of congruent parts. The word "congruent"is not used.
Three correct and three incorrect solutions to a sample ptoblem
are examined collectively.

_Grade Level: 5

Examples:

5: I



,s4

Category G: Geometry

G3 Geometric Categories

Abstract: Given nine different peometric figures, identify a set of 2 to 7
figures that are alike in some way, describe-the distinguishing
characteristic and label the figures accordingly. Go through

this process as many times as possible. Two examples are worked

collectively.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
I ie.1,

4

A

Savole 1 All tht figures with "A* howe avviles

Secrete 2All tie fiiures with -*11" Jjj41 twO5tde..5 Cufe OKE icJ low.C1.

All the figures with "C"

All the figurts,with *D"

. etc.

-

.0



Category L: Logic

Ll Logical Identification

Abstract: Given a specific set of individuals, a specific set of character-
istics, the fact that each individual has a distinct combination
of characteristics, and several facts about some of the charac-
teristics of some of the individuals, identify the characteris-
tics of each individual. A smaller sample problem' is worked
collectively.

Grade Level: 6

Example :

Mose 4411 V. 4 ltiv44. 1446er Shethr WA*? soccer looser Mats evtiloer hooey

Tette ire toe k WM: rill Yee Lk Pete

Thole eft the fotti: (SCh boy eleyS IS s tifferest league.

1111 ploys Soften

Too seese't P147 Okooy

14 logio't ells sonsesers yo4 Se eeis't 'ley soccer,

ms lesose Nes ats bey oler So? (CIrtle yew Sotkork.)

liii: 14440? Vetter Oottler ISCCOP *kW MCCOY WSW hOCkey

Toe: looser soccer setae soccer tomer *coy sesseer musty

14: lodger WC*? eot4100, $pew %NW PØC1 Mitileer hockey

Otte. looser vacCer sesueer soccer IMMO? Witty %UMW Wii

1.2 Making Sentences False

Abstract: Given a picture of a set of blocks and a true sentence about
them, make the sentence false by changing the_blocks. In the

first two items, three suggested changes im the'blocks are given
and the student need only mark which ones would falsify the
sentence. In the last thriiitems, the student must write a
change in the blocOs. An item of the first type is worked
collectively.

Grade Level: '*6

Examples:

JOES ILOCXS
0.ADAE

173

"There are triahgles above the line and squares below the line."

a. Take away the triangles.
b. Take away the squares below the line.
c. Add squares above the line.

t \

"Triangles.go above the'line or circles go belowjthe line."
(You write what Joe could do to make the sentence false.)

if
5 j



Category 0: Organization of Data

01 Graphing Weight

Abstract: Given a graph in which weight (axis labelled at 10 pound
increments for each 5 graph units) is plotted against age (axis'
labelled at 2 year increments.for each 2 graph units), determine
age per given weights and vice versa. One sample item is worked

collectively.

Grade Level: 5

Examples: How much did Bill weigh at 4 1/2 years.of age?

How old was Bill when he reached 90 pounds?

02 Interpolating from a Table

Abstract: Given a table of 'prices for pipe of 4 different widths and 4
different lengths, interpolate or extrapolate to obtain the
price on a pipe of given dimensions: at-least one of which is
not shown in the table. Two sample items are worked collectively.

."44%4s,

Grade Level: 6

Examples: Cost of Pipe

Width

4"

s.

12'

16"

Length

100', 0' 600 1,000'

$50 1:50 $300 $500

$70 $210° $420 \\S700
,

$90 $270 $540 $900

$110 .$330 $660 $1100

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO BUY PIPE WHICH IS:

6" x 100' = $

20" x 1000' =

lb



Category P: Probability

P1 Choosing the Best Box

Abstraq: Given three boxes containing different combinations of 1, 2 and
50-centuballs", determine from which box it would be best to
make a blind draw.

Grade Level: 5, 6

-Examples: WHICH BOX WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

411

WHICH BOX WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

J

P2 Dependent Outcomes

Abstract: diven two (or three) spinners and an amount (10) to be achieved
or exceeded to.win, select (from five standard choices) how
often a player would win. Collectively it is shown how a player
could Win or could lose with a specific set of spinners.

Grade. Level: 6 ' two 'forms, approximately 3.5 minutes.

Examples:

1

less than . half wore than
never half the , the half the always

tine tine tIne

lest than hal f wrt Umn
mrimr half the the half the always

time tine time
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Appendix B

Graphs df Class Means by Grade,and by Category

Note to reader: It was na possible to prepare
these prior to the pubqication of this draft
report.



Appendix C

List of Schoo,l Districts

Participating in MIsoiNS Testing

Ann Arbor, Mtchigan

Baltimore County, Maryland

Bedford, Michigan

Bronx, -New York

Clarksville, Tennessee

Detroit, Michigan

District, of Columbia

Ferguson-Florissant, Missouri

Gillette, Wyoming

Glendale, Wisconsin

Globe, Arizona

Grinnell, Iowa

Guilderland, New York

Harrisonville, Missouri

Hartsdale, New Xork

Hawail Department of Educatiori

Janesville', Wisconsin

Ladue, Missouri

Louisville, Kentucky

Madison,.Wisconsin

. Maplewood-Richmond Htights, Missouri

Marquette, Michigan

Mississippi State, Mississippi

New HartfoYd, New York

New Orleans, Louisiana

Normandy, Missouri

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Polk County, Georgia

Portland, Maine

Sanjelipe, New Mexico.

St. Louis, Missouri

St. Louis Parochc9l, Missouri

University Cityc-Missouri

fit.;
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Appendix D

Evaluation Panel

Ernest House (Chairman), VniVersity of Illinois,

Robert,Dilworth, California Institute of Technology

Leonard-Cohen, Arizona State University

Peter Hilton,'State University of New York, Binghamton

Stanley Smith, 8a3timore County Schoo)s


